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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Robust and generally acceptable answers to the question “what is sustainability” have remained elusive because all the issues it touches are entrenched in systems that are chaotic and complex.  We can try to understand how these systems operate but, because of significant scientific uncertainty, we can never be sure how they are going to behave as conditions change – leading to much debate about the meaning and implications of sustainability and criticism of the actions of institutions claiming devotion to it. 
�



Dauphin Island Comp Plan Dauphin Island Comp Plan –– 20002000 
(selected actions)(selected actions)

Wetlands PreservationWetlands Preservation
Building CodesBuilding Codes
NonNon--Conforming Land UsesConforming Land Uses
Sign OrdinanceSign Ordinance
Parking RegulationsParking Regulations
Repetitive Loss PropertiesRepetitive Loss Properties
Environmentally Sensitive AreasEnvironmentally Sensitive Areas
Porous DrivewaysPorous Driveways
Conservation Park Zoning DistrictConservation Park Zoning District
Parking RegulationsParking Regulations
Consolidation and CoordinationConsolidation and Coordination
Unified Land Use RegulationsUnified Land Use Regulations
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SWRR 2005.  Preliminary Report of the Sustainable Water Resources Roundtable. September 2005, Washington, DC (http://water.usgs.gov./wicp/acwi/swrr/)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This diagram demonstrates relationships among ecosystems and society as applied to issues of resource sustainability.  Ecosystems include all living things on Earth and the non-living systems with which they interact and on which they depend.  Society includes all the human elements of the biosphere.  
Sustainability can be achieved by maintaining capital -- capacities to meet various human and non-human needs within the biosphere. All three systems – natural, social, and economic – produce flows of services, experiences, or goods that meet various needs over time.  In this sense, all three systems contain capital.  
�



Systems Approach to Systems Approach to 
SustainabilitySustainability



Conceptualizing Conceptualizing 
SustainabilitySustainability

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Being able to conceptualize an issue is sometimes a good way of better understanding it, such that it becomes a philosophy or way we view the world.
The multi-dimensional aspects of our world demand a holistic approach to protecting natural resources and assisting their recovery to improve quality of life for everyone.  
Sustainable development is a multi-dimensional way of thinking about the connections among natural, social, and economic systems equally and
simultaneously.  According to the 3-legged stool analogy, if one of the legs is missing the stool will fall over.  
Sustainability implies that the conventional economic imperative to maximize production is accountable to a social equity imperative to minimize human suffering, and an ecological imperative to protect the ecosphere.�



Elements of SustainabilityElements of Sustainability
Economic VitalityEconomic Vitality (Compatible with Nature)  (Compatible with Nature)  ----
development that protects and/or enhances natural development that protects and/or enhances natural 
resource quantities through improvements in resource quantities through improvements in 
management practices/policies, technology, efficiency, management practices/policies, technology, efficiency, 
and changes in lifeand changes in life--style.style.

Ecologic IntegrityEcologic Integrity (Ecosystem Capacity)  (Ecosystem Capacity)  ----
understanding natural system processes of landscapes understanding natural system processes of landscapes 
and watersheds to guide design of sound economic and watersheds to guide design of sound economic 
development strategies that preserve these natural development strategies that preserve these natural 
systems.systems.

Social EquitySocial Equity (Balancing the Playing Field)  (Balancing the Playing Field)  ----
guaranteeing equal access to jobs (income), education, guaranteeing equal access to jobs (income), education, 
natural resources, and services for all people; total natural resources, and services for all people; total 
societal welfare.societal welfare.



Acting Sustainably Requires Acting Sustainably Requires 
Thinking About the:Thinking About the:

ConnectionsConnections
ConsequencesConsequences
ChoicesChoices



What is Sustainability?What is Sustainability?
A Community will have achieved A Community will have achieved 

sustainability when it understands the sustainability when it understands the 
connectedconnected economic, social, and economic, social, and 

environmental environmental consequencesconsequences of its actions of its actions 
and makes deliberate, informed and makes deliberate, informed choiceschoices 

that allow all people to lead healthy, that allow all people to lead healthy, 
productive, and enjoyable lives in the productive, and enjoyable lives in the 

community, now and in the future, without community, now and in the future, without 
experiencing unintended consequences.experiencing unintended consequences.



Simple, Graphic Definition of Simple, Graphic Definition of 
SustainabilitySustainability

Sustainability is a relationship between generations Sustainability is a relationship between generations 
such that the earlier generations fulfill their such that the earlier generations fulfill their 
individual wants and needs so as not to destroy, or individual wants and needs so as not to destroy, or 
close off, important and valued options for future close off, important and valued options for future 
generations.generations.

Living sustainably is maintaining the important mix Living sustainably is maintaining the important mix 
of options and opportunities while creating no new of options and opportunities while creating no new 
and onerous constraints.and onerous constraints.

Living unsustainably is losing them, narrowing the Living unsustainably is losing them, narrowing the 
range of options that subsequent generations can range of options that subsequent generations can 
choose among in their attempt to adapt, survive, choose among in their attempt to adapt, survive, 
and prosper.and prosper.

Sustainability is thus most basically an acceptance Sustainability is thus most basically an acceptance 
of responsibility for the multiof responsibility for the multi--dimensional impacts dimensional impacts 
of our sometimesof our sometimes--violent actions on people in other violent actions on people in other 
places or in the future. places or in the future. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Sustainability is a function of the degree to which members of a future society experience no lessening in opportunity freedoms in comparison to the opportunities open to earlier generations.  And how do we accomplish this?  We can use the schematic understanding of sustainability and apply the concept of adaptive management.  By assuming that community actions will NOT decrease the opportunities of the future, a community can than examine its core values and develop an adaptive management plan that will implement actions to achieve goals defined by the community’s core values.
The Brundtland foundation, coupled with the series of undeniable truths, and a conceptual understanding for the interconnected framework of sustainability can lead to a simple, graphic formulation for present-day society’s responsibility in a sustainability context, as suggested by Bryan Norton in his new book “Sustainability: A Philosophy of Adaptive Ecosystem Management” (2005) - Society will not carry-on actions that will decrease opportunities or increase constraints, beyond today’s conditions, for people in other places or in the future. �



What is a What is a 
““CommunityCommunity””??

A group of people with some 
relationships involving 

space and place, and with 
potential shared interests, 

perceptions, and values.



New Directions in Community New Directions in Community 
Based Resource DecisionBased Resource Decision-- 

MakingMaking

Identify the Stakeholders, Constituencies & Identify the Stakeholders, Constituencies & 
Special InterestsSpecial Interests
DrawDraw--out Peopleout People’’s Attitudes, Perceptions s Attitudes, Perceptions 
and Valuesand Values
Engage Stakeholders in a Facilitated, Engage Stakeholders in a Facilitated, 
ConsensusConsensus--building Processbuilding Process
Evaluate Common Goals and CommonlyEvaluate Common Goals and Commonly--
developed Alternativesdeveloped Alternatives
Promote Effective AdvocacyPromote Effective Advocacy



Public ConsultationPublic Consultation
To identify To identify CONCERNSCONCERNS ----
those issues and problems those issues and problems 
that cause us worrythat cause us worry

To identify To identify ASSETSASSETS ----
strengths we wish to strengths we wish to 
preserve for the futurepreserve for the future



To begin achieving sustainable community development we 
must re-examine the process of decision-making and the 
carrying out of actions, supported by our understanding of 
science, that will:

a) integrate actions of 
conservation and socio- 
economic development;

b) satisfy basic human needs;

c) achieve equality and social 
justice for all;

d) maintain ecological integrity;

e) provide social self- 
determination and cultural 
diversity; and

f) consider our legacy to future 
generations.



Conservation 
-Based 
Development

Low-Impact 
Development



Concerns About Planning for FutureConcerns About Planning for Future

How can the Community come together to develop a common vision How can the Community come together to develop a common vision 
of what the Island should be in 20 to 30 years?of what the Island should be in 20 to 30 years?
How can the Community plan for and develop improvements to How can the Community plan for and develop improvements to 
Island infrastructure that are environmentally sensitive and Island infrastructure that are environmentally sensitive and 
hurricane resistant?hurricane resistant?
How can the Community engage in commercial revitalization and How can the Community engage in commercial revitalization and 
expansion of economic opportunities in a way that capitalizes onexpansion of economic opportunities in a way that capitalizes on its its 
community assets?community assets?
Can the Community manage growth while sustaining its unique Can the Community manage growth while sustaining its unique 
environmental qualities that make the Island a special place?environmental qualities that make the Island a special place?
How can the Community maintain and improve housing diversity so How can the Community maintain and improve housing diversity so 
that affordable housing for Island commercial/retail workers wilthat affordable housing for Island commercial/retail workers will be l be 
available?available?
How can Dauphin Island improve/expand its arts, community, and How can Dauphin Island improve/expand its arts, community, and 
recreational facilities, opportunities, and access to the water?recreational facilities, opportunities, and access to the water?
How can the Town improve provision for social/community servicesHow can the Town improve provision for social/community services
on the Island?on the Island?
How can we better work both independently and interdependently aHow can we better work both independently and interdependently as s 
a community?a community?
Can Dauphin Island better coordinate its governing activities, Can Dauphin Island better coordinate its governing activities, 
financing activities, and organizational capacity of current entfinancing activities, and organizational capacity of current entities?ities?



Strategic Planning ProcessStrategic Planning Process
reviewing existing documents and statutes reviewing existing documents and statutes 
applicable to future development, applicable to future development, 
providing stakeholder sustainability awareness and providing stakeholder sustainability awareness and 
inventorying all stakeholder placeinventorying all stakeholder place--based interests, based interests, 
values, practices, and future vision, values, practices, and future vision, 
conducting community asset identification via conducting community asset identification via 
public consultation processes, public consultation processes, 
developing visual frameworks of historical and developing visual frameworks of historical and 
current conditions that will influence changes in current conditions that will influence changes in 
environment, community development, and cultural environment, community development, and cultural 
views, views, 
planning and designing management strategies planning and designing management strategies 
through public participation, including the through public participation, including the 
visualization of possible futures and related visualization of possible futures and related 
timelines for progress, and timelines for progress, and 
promoting implementation of a management promoting implementation of a management 
strategy and measurement processes.strategy and measurement processes.



Adaptive ManagementAdaptive Management
Societal Values & 

Needs

More Detailed Objectives & 
Goals Spawned By Vision
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practice?
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materialize?
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Is 
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plan ready in 

case of 
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
STARTING POINT 
Guiding Vision & Goals 

ASSESSMENT COMPONENTS 
Holistic Perspective 
Essential Elements 
Adequate Scope

PROCESS ISSUES
Practical Focus 
Openness 
Effective Communication 
Broad Participation

CONTINUING EVALUATION 
Ongoing Assessment 
Institutional Capacity�



Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
INTRODUCE PROJECT

Stakeholder survey 

Firm up project design

Meet & Greet stakeholders

Public Meeting to introduce project

CORE VALUES & ASSET 
MAPPING

GIS base map

Meet & Greet residents

3 wkshps – core values & comm. 
assets

VISIONING & PLANNING 
OBJECTIVES

Meet & Greet residents

3 wkshps – for  visioning & 
objectives

GIS base maps with data layers

STRATEGIC 
PLANNING/FUTURING

Strategic planning charrette & 
futuring

Analyze results

RECOMMENDATIONS & COMP 
PLAN REVISIONS

Synthesize/Integrate results

Strategic recommendations

Recommendations into Comp Plan



Cultural & Spatial Mapping of Cultural & Spatial Mapping of 
a Landscapea Landscape

to incorporate knowledge of human to incorporate knowledge of human 
ecosystems in landscape analysis, ecosystems in landscape analysis, 
to capture and build upon community to capture and build upon community 
awareness and relationships, and awareness and relationships, and 
thus to activate greater involvement in thus to activate greater involvement in 
stewardship. stewardship. 

Links together environment patterns & Links together environment patterns & 
demography (demography (spacespace) with cultural ) with cultural 

knowledge of knowledge of placeplace..

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Distinction between space and place.  Cartography is concerned mainly with the spatial distribution of things for a purpose, but stops short of dealing with meanings.  Space is abstract, geometrical and undifferentiated.  Place, on the other hand, is about experience.  Space is more abstract than place. “What begins as undifferentiated space becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with value.�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Conceptual framework for linking bioregional patterns to spatial narratives. In contrast to the vertically layered GIS model, the spatial narrative is conceived as a horizontal, sometimes overlapping layering of maps, figures, photos, diagrams and artwork to form a sequence of landscape meaning and patterning, somewhat like a storyline. The sequence is dynamic and not necessarily chronological. 

Place, on the other hand, is about experience. What begins as undifferentiated space becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with value. The concept of place imbues both locational detail and experiential meanings.  Seeking and visualizing Island map patterns to form spatial narratives provides a framework for synthesizing fuzzy layers of landscape information from across the community with environmental data and mapping. Having a tool to array a mix of cultural and biophysical data will expose new levels of discussion and landscape understanding, and ultimately sustainability. 

Spatial-narrative framework explicitly recognizes the dialectic between objective geographic space and subjective experiential place, and the value of both to planning. It is a synthesis of multiple ways of knowing about a place, rather than an analysis of multiple layers of data. �



Future Scenarios

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So how can we best prepare for the changing conditions of the future? The future is inherently unknowable. But we car forecast some aspects of the future with varying degrees of confidence. We can set aside some possible futures as unlikely and others as plausible and make contingency plans. We do this whenever we invest, buy insurance, or put on a safety belt. One type of futuring, scenario planning, builds on existing knowledge to develop several plausible future scenarios. These can then be used to construct robust strategies — strategies that will play out well in several possible futures.�



Project Team ExpectationsProject Team Expectations
Process seeks to improve on participation Process seeks to improve on participation 
rate (15%) of the 2000 Comp Planrate (15%) of the 2000 Comp Plan
Process will be open and transparentProcess will be open and transparent
Process will be inclusive of diverse Process will be inclusive of diverse 
stakeholdersstakeholders
Consultants will be accessibleConsultants will be accessible
Process will include confidentiality where Process will include confidentiality where 
stakeholders seek itstakeholders seek it
Process will be respectful and constructive Process will be respectful and constructive 
among all stakeholdersamong all stakeholders
Process will work on consensus basisProcess will work on consensus basis
Stakeholders will honor the consensusStakeholders will honor the consensus



Partnering in the 
Community’s Success

Building a Vibrant 
Community

Protecting Our 
Future

Enriching the 
Community Experience

• Creating a Shared Vision
• Achieving the Vision
• Community Responsibility

• Natural Environment
• Physical Infrastructure

• Sense of Community
• Culture
• Workforce
• Affordability
• Health Services & Education

• Economic Systems
• Land Use & Urban Design
• Access & Mobility



Several dimensions to the sustainability issue:Several dimensions to the sustainability issue:

1)1) We want to sustain the We want to sustain the 
community as a good place to community as a good place to 
live, that offers economic and live, that offers economic and 
other opportunities to inhabitants.other opportunities to inhabitants.

2)2) We want to sustain the values of We want to sustain the values of 
our society our society –– things like individual things like individual 
liberty and democracy.liberty and democracy.

3)3) We want to sustain the We want to sustain the 
biodiversity of the natural biodiversity of the natural 
environment, both for the environment, both for the 
contribution that it makes to the contribution that it makes to the 
quality of human life and for its quality of human life and for its 
own inherent value.own inherent value.

4)4) We want to sustain the ability of We want to sustain the ability of 
natural systems to provide lifenatural systems to provide life-- 
supporting supporting ““servicesservices”” that are that are 
rarely counted by economists, but rarely counted by economists, but 
which have recently been which have recently been 
estimated to be worth nearly as estimated to be worth nearly as 
much as total gross human  much as total gross human  
economic product.economic product.



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This schematic illustrates a multi-dimensional way of thinking about the connections or inter-dependencies among natural, social, and economic systems in the use of natural resources to achieve economic vitality while enhancing/preserving ecological integrity, social well-being, and security for all. 
It is believed that sustainability concerns include population, climate, economic prosperity, energy, natural resource use, waste management, our homes, our children, our jobs, biodiversity, watershed protection, technology, agriculture, safe water supplies, the air we breathe, the food we eat, international security, politics, green building, sustainable cities, smart development, community/family relations, human values, etc. All these "pieces" are parts of the sustainable society puzzle, because they are the basic ingredients of everyday life.  These topics are what sustainability is about and I suggest that many are interconnected. 
�
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